Challenges for Broader Impacts Infrastructure Support

- Introductions

- Where along the continuum would you place your institution’s program/department/office focused on BII?
Getting launched

• Doing an environmental scan: Who’s already doing what?

• Making the case: How? Who are major stakeholders? Who stands to benefit?

• Deciding on the appropriate “home” & staff

• Carving out BI “territory” and department’s mission/responsibilities

• Finding the funding
Gaining momentum

• Publicizing services to faculty & community

• Helping faculty create BI activities that don’t eat up their time (and yours) and grant budgets

• Coordinating or facilitating many BI activities and programs in a de-centralized institution

• Engaging/training faculty

• Other????

Emerging
Getting institutionalized

• Sustaining or growing services/programs

• Tracking/documenting your impact

• Helping launch large research centers (IGERTs, ERCs, STCs) versus individual faculty efforts

• Advisory Council?

• Other?????